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ABSTRACT
This tutorial covers motivation, use, and advantages of stochastic Petri nets as a tool for reliability evaluation of complex systems. Rare-event simulation techniques are demonstrated, which are applicable to a wide class of reliability problems. While this approach is known in the academic world, it has not yet been adopted much in industrial applications despite its apparent benefits. Additional triggers for this tutorial are advances in rare-event simulation for this model class as well as the recent standard IEC62551 for dependability evaluation with Petri nets. New results in performability evaluation using an integration of simulation and numerical analysis are presented. Example case studies and tool support are demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Reliability is an important non-functional requirement of many man-made systems, especially when failures may lead to catastrophic events. When such systems are too complex to be understood and designed by one person, the resulting effect of local design decisions on overall system properties are not obvious. Mathematical models can help to describe such systems and to compute their reliability [29, 2, 15, 23, 20] with the help of appropriate software tools.

Unavoidable faults may be masked or tolerated by static or dynamic redundancy measures, all at a considerably increasing cost. The main task is to design a system such that its reliability and safety requirements are achieved with the least amount of resources. Classic models and tools for static analysis are not able to cover systems in which the complex behaviour influences failures, or if dynamic reconfigurations are applied (possibly because of a better resource / reliability trade-off).

Depending on the complexity of the system behaviour and the corresponding size of the state space, Markov chains and stochastic Petri nets are applied to reliability problems [29, 18]. They are attractive models as long as the underlying assumption of a Markov behaviour is realistic (Phase-type distributions can emulate others up to a certain accuracy, but this is paid for with an even larger state space). Petri nets have been adopted as a suggested tool for reliability engineering of complex systems in an international standard recently [5].

However, non-Markovian delay distributions (necessary, for instance, in the case of deterministic deadlines or maintenance cycles) are characteristic of technical systems. Stochastic Petri net classes allowing them exist, and they can be used for reliability evaluation [19]. However, their numerical analysis is restricted, only allowing the application to special cases [8]. An alternative evaluation technique is simulation [6], but the problem here is that the computational effort to generate enough failure states to achieve statistical confidence in the estimated results is usually intractable [11].

This problem is well-known as rare-event simulation [12], and there are two main approaches used: importance sampling [10] and splitting [9]. They have the common goal to increase the frequency of the rare event in order to gain more significant samples out of the same number of generated events. For methods that can be automated and implemented in a software tool for industrial applications, the latter technique has the advantage of requiring less insight into the model details, and with the RESTART algorithm [33] there are efficient and robust implementations available [7, 31, 36, 37].

The tutorial will present motivation, introduction of background material, sample Petri net models of reliability issues, as well as ideas and algorithms towards simulation speedup for reliability evaluation. This will be done along the points mentioned so far in the introduction; some more details of planned contents are given in the subsequent sections. To avoid a purely theoretical lecture, the tutorial will be accompanied by practical application examples (c.f. Section ) demonstrated with the software tool TimeNET [37, 38].

Finally, recent results towards automated splitting simulations for stochastic Petri nets [25, 45] as well as
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advancements in integrating simulation with numerical analysis techniques [42] are pointed out as first results of future research directions in this area.

INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL

Depending on the background of the audience and available time, the tutorial will start with a brief coverage of necessary background. Reliability terms and measures are introduced as the application domain of the later modelling problems. Static and dynamic redundancy setups and basic assumptions about the behaviour of single components are discussed [29, 15, 23].

Classic models in the area of reliability engineering will be touched briefly to explain what can be done with them and where they fail, as a motivation of using stochastic Petri nets for reliability design depending on complex system behaviour. Fault trees and reliability block diagrams are common examples. Industrial acceptance issues in the conservative domain of safety-critical systems is mentioned; for instance, even for the space shuttle design, no dynamic model was used [24].

Basic dynamic models comprise stochastic automata and Markov chains, which are useful for dynamic system reliability analysis as long as the state space is still manageable and the Markov assumption can be accepted [19, 17]. Their application to reliability design is suggested by an industry standard [4]. Queueing network models can be applied to reliability evaluations as well; their advantages and drawbacks compared to Petri nets in reliability will be pointed out.

RELIABILITY EVALUATION WITH STOCHASTIC PETRI NETS

For listeners without background knowledge in stochastic Petri nets, a short intro will be given, using examples rather than formal definitions to underline the tutorial style of the presentation. As they allow modular specification of systems, basic building blocks for reliability setups will be presented. Suggestions from the recent IEC standard [5] are covered.

For the performance and reliability evaluation of such models, the standard methods numerical analysis and simulation can be applied. The advantages and shortcomings of numerical analysis [16, 8] will be given as well as their effect on reliability analysis [19].

As a way around these problems, rare-event simulation techniques are introduced to the audience covering problem, solution strategies and algorithms. The RESTART method [33] will be covered in more detail because of its broad applicability. Its open problems — manual specification of importance function and levels as well as restrictions in some reliability problems — will be shown.

Recent developments towards improvements in this area are pointed out, and open research questions are mentioned [39]. Specifically, recent advances towards an integration of simulation and numerical analysis techniques [42] are covered, which have a high potential for future innovative solutions in efficient reliability engineering.

Software Tool Support

Complex system modelling and evaluation would not be practical without the support of software tools. The tutorial will include demonstrations based on the software tool TimeNET [38], which supports graphical modelling and performability evaluation of several Petri net classes [37]. Among its main characteristics are the evaluation of models with non-exponentially distributed firing delays, the ability to model and evaluate complex coloured stochastic Petri nets [35], and efficient rare-event simulation methods for stochastic Petri nets.

Several of the techniques covered by the tutorial have been implemented in TimeNET, and the tool will be used to show their application and necessary configuration parameters with application examples. It also supports rare-event simulation of high-level Petri net models for complex systems; a sample screen shot is shown in Figure 1. The tool can be downloaded by the tutorial participants from its home page at http://timenet.tu-ilmenau.de.

![Figure 1: Sample screen shot of TimeNET](image-url)
Example Case Studies

Besides small explanatory examples, which are used during the tutorial to explain models and methodology, some examples of complex systems from different application domains will be presented. We will select examples from literature and previous projects to give a motivating overview and show the benefits of the shown methodology:

Hybrid electric vehicles are a growing field of application for model-based systems engineering. Among other issues, battery management is important to balance battery life span, energy efficiency, and road safety. An example application scenario has been introduced in [40]. Figure 2 shows the proposed model.

Train control is obviously a highly safety-relevant application, where model-based engineering can help to achieve the necessary reliability with efficient resources. The currently introduced European Train Control System ETCS is a major shift in train control. The dependency of real-time deadline misses and failure-prone wireless communication in a highly safety-relevant environment can be evaluated based on stochastic Petri nets [30, 41]. Figure 3 presents a sample model from this example.

Just-in-time delivery and fine-grained production planning allows to save warehouse costs. However, it makes production dependable on a reliable and timely delivery of parts. Logistics has become more important to avoid costly plant downtimes. Reliable supply chain operations can be designed based on coloured stochastic Petri nets [44, 36].

Other possible application areas to present examples include avionic communication networks [27, 43, 46] and distributed fault-tolerant cloud computing architectures [28]. A stochastic Petri net model for reliability evaluation of the latter is depicted in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

The tutorial will offer participants an overview of stochastic Petri nets as a valuable tool for modelling and evaluating reliability measures of complex systems, comparing them with classic reliability models. It highlights recent developments in rare-event simulation as well as the new IEC standard on reliability evaluation with Petri nets. The presentation will cover models and methods to understand advantages and restrictions; an-
other central point are application examples from actual projects and a tool demonstration.
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